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Successful partnership between Staffordshire University and Gulf College which has already reaped
a cohort of graduates with UG Business and Computing awards is hoped to soar to greater heights
in the academic azure as CEO and Chairman Dr.
Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
headed the delegation to the United Kingdom (UK)
for the international partnership conference this
month.
During the first day of the conference, Dr. Issa disclosed that
the heartfelt welcome address
of Director of Partnership Ms.
Chris Slade gave recognition to
the value of international partnerships which was the core
theme of the conference.
He likewise noted that ViceChancellor Prof. Michael Gun’s
keynote speech outlined numerous relevant goals and ideas in
enhancing international commu-

GC is very
keen on sustaining the efficiency level of
tutors. This is
the very reafor the
Dr. Shameena Mehtab son
issuance of the
monthly progress report (MPR) template
for each staff member to fill in
regularly at the end of each
month.
To ensure the objectivity of this
initiative of the management executive committee, Assistant Dean for
Quality Assurance (ADQA) Dr.
Shameena Mehtab spearheaded
the conduct of a workshop to orient
the staff the rationale of the MPR
and to guide the staff members on
how to fill in the template so as to
meet the expectation of the administration in assuring efficiency and
effectiveness in the delivery of quality services and instruction to students and stakeholders.
Dr. Shameena explained, “The
template allows each staff member
for self-assessment so as to genuinely weigh the areas of improvement in a reasonable amount of
time.”

In academic affiliation with
Staffordshire University, UK

CEO and Chairman Dr. Issa Al Bulushi (3rd L) and Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (2nd R) pose with the 3 heads of the GC Faculties in front of their
hotel before they headed to Staffordshire University for the international
conference.

nity of partnerships as per
the university plan for
2017 which gives GC administration a comprehensive perspective of how to
grow and enhance the
relationship with SU and
to align future initiatives in cognizant to improved services for
its stakeholders both in local
scene and international arena.
Dr. Bilal Al Omari, Dr Khalid
Abu Zayed, Dr. Mohanned Al
Obaidi and Mr. Masood Khan,
other GC delegates in the con-

ference, reported that they have
attended parallel sessions in
marketing support and development, student complaints and
appeals, development forum on
summer schools, new student
information system and continuing professional development

and post graduate certificate in
education.
Complementing the speech of
Prof. Gunn, Director of Quality
Improvement Services Ms. Rebecca Penny elaborated on the
second day the new Quality
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Ms. Slade and Dr. Hamlyn
kicked off their visit as they met
Dr. Masoud Ali Harthy, Deputy
Director General for Licensing
and Educational Services of the
Ministry of Education, and Dr.
Asadullah Ahmed Al Ajmi, Academic program expert of MoHE,
and got feedback on the extent
of implementation of GC’s action plans in cognizant to the
recommendations given in the
2011 audit report.
Based on this feedback, they
held several meetings with key
officials of GC and prepared
initiatives to ultimately address
recommendations. Two in a row
whom they interviewed
were Assistant Dean for
Quality
Assurance
(ADQA) Dr. Shameena
Mehtab and Deputy Dean
for Academic and Research (DDAR) Dr. Bilal
Dr. Mike Hamlyn (L 3rd) is flanked by some of the
Al Omari who were
staff of GC in a meeting held at F-Block.
tasked by the administration to report the progress

on
action
plans of GC
in addressing
concerns
stipulated in
the
audit
report.
Likewise,
Ms. Chris Slade
Assistant
Dean
for
Affiliation Affairs (ADAA) Mr.
Rizwan Ahmed was commissioned to explain how transferees are awarded advanced
credit for Gulf College courses.
This interview was triangulated
through document analysis and
a meeting with FFS Head Mr.
Masood Khan regarding assessment of APL students’
competence in English language when they transfer to
GC. Ms Slade also deliberately
tackled in the same meeting
how the FFS is raising the English language proficiency of
(Page 3)

Staffordshire University’s
Director of Partnership Ms.
Chris Slade and Director
of Academic Enhancement
Dr. Mike Hamlyn worked
closely in their recent
campus visit with key official counterparts of Gulf
College and motivated the
three Faculties to never
get dislodged an inch to
issues and challenges
concerning OAAA but to
push action plans and a
pedagogic framework for
GC .
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Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani and Dr. Bilal Al Omari
sought support from The Research Council (TRC) during their recent meeting with HE Secretary General Dr.
Hilal Ali Al Hinai.
Dr. Taki reported to TRC the
recent essential development of
GC related to the research initiatives and the appointment of
three research coordinators of
which Dr. Hilal readily welcomed and commended noting
that this is in consonance with
the mission of the council.
Likewise, Dr. Hilal suggested for
GC to submit the research calendars and action plans from

each of the three Faculties as
requisite for financial support.
Aside from what was already
submitted, GC was also advised
to submit more research proposals to TRC to avail funding.
Dr. Taki agreed to the suggestion that status of submitted
proposal should be followed up
and a semester report of the
research achievements among
the three Faculties should be at

Sec. Gen. Dr. Hilal Ali Al Hinai

the same time submitted for
TRC to recognize and assess
the extent of implementation of
research action plans.

acknowledged the efforts and
professionalism of the Faculty
of Foundation Studies (FFS),
Faculty of Business Studies
(FBS) and Faculty of Computing
Sciences (FCS) as likewise
mentioned by the PAs for their
continuous efforts in providing
extremely well-organized scripts
He unveiled the positive com- and assessment processes and papers for moderation and
ments from the external exam- done in the three Faculties of assessment process. Banking
iners (EE) and programme ad- GC last semester.
on this very commendable comvisers (PA) on the moderation In the workshop, Mr. Rizwan ment from PAs, Mr. Rizwan
extended the felicitation of Dr.
Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani to the three
departments and inspired them
to forge an unwavering solid
team committed with unfaltering
devotion towards excellence.
He likewise underscored the
implementation of some suggestions from the university EEs
and PAs to further enhance
teaching and learning processes which are both looked into
seriously by the BoD in GC’s
bid for quality education as cited
in its mission being one of the
HEIs in the Sultanate of Oman.
Putting side by side the EE and
PA’s reports was the revision of
the personal tutoring system,
discussion of new academic
regulations and the drawing out
of pertinent points and initiatives
from the three Faculties to be
incorporated in the action plan
Mr. Ahmed Rizwan (top) presents external examiners and profor this academic year.
gram advisors’ report during the workshop at F-Block with the
three faculties.

Assistant Dean of Affiliation Affairs (ADAA) Mr. Rizwan
Ahmed has been working hard with the Board of Directors (BoD) chaired by CEO and Chairman Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi and SU counterparts as he unfolded the recent reports and comments of the external examiners
(EEs) and programme advisers (PAs) in a series of
three workshops held this month at F-Block.

Three new designations were
appointed to the staff members
of Gulf College as a new semester
commenced
last
month.
Dr. Ester Simagala was appointed as new award leader in
the FFS. Before she assumed
the post, she acted as the
module leader of General English and Communication Skills
for two years.
Ms. Mradula Binu took over the
award leadership, a post relinquished by Mr. Ebrahim Al
Da’jeh who left the FBS last
semester. On the other hand,
Dr. Venus Ricablanca ٌVelasco
was assigned
as the new
research
coordinator
of the FBS.

Two class representatives
were already elected from
each batch of the three Faculties, a response to the directive
issued by CEO and Chairman
Dr. Issa Al Bulushi to Deputy
Dean for Academic and Research (DDAR) Dr. Bilal Omari
requiring the Heads of the
three Faculties to spearhead
the departmentalised election.
According to the directive, the
elected class representatives
will participate in the incoming
election of the Student Council
which will serve as the umbrella organization of students in
the campus.
The class election was held
during the first personal tutoring meeting of the personal
tutors to their assigned batches for this semester.
The SC election schedule will
be announced soon on the
college website.

Gulf College
congratulates
Oman
on its 43rd
celebration of
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Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
directed all other 6 academic officials of GC to attend
with him the recently concluded OAAA’s National
Symposium on the Institutional and Program Standards Review Projects at
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Muscat City.
Dr. Taki’s aim for his directive
was to significantly learn more
intensive external review processes to align GC in meeting
pertinent international standards
and maintaining the national
qualification framework being
one of the higher education institutions (HEIs) in Oman which is
undergoing a rigorous system of
institutional and program accreditation.

Dr. Taki and Dr.
Shameena Mehtab, being the
Assistant Dean
for Quality Assurance (ADQA) of
GC, attended all
the sessions in Dr. Shameena Mehtab ( 2nd from R back row) and Dr.
full wherein they Taki Al Abduwani (rear R) during the group discussion
noted that GC will about OAAAA institutional program.
have to continue
aligning itself to internationally- on Conceptual Design Framebenchmarked standards as it works and Standards for Institudoes for several years now if it tional and Program Accreditation
really ultimately aims for a confi- so that we will get the whole
dent standing to public and picture of what we should do and
stakeholders on the quality of what is expected from us.”
higher education it offers to Other GC officials who were
Omani and highly diversified present in the said national syminternational students.
posium were Dr. Bilal Al Omari,
Dr Shameena said, “The sympo- Mr. Rizwan Ahmed, Dr. Mosium provided us with the op- haned Al Obaidy, Dr. Khalid Abu
portunity to learn from feedback Zayed and Mr. Masood Khan.

As part of the staff development programme of FFS,
three lecturers attended a
seminar on practical approach in teaching critical
thinking skills held recently in Muscat City.
Dr. Ester Simagala, Dr. Joseph
Cuarteros and Dr. Agnes Ilagan
reported that the teaching approach discussed is a practical
strategy in teaching higher order
thinking skills (HOTS) in a
meaningful way among Arab
learners in the Sultanate of
Oman.
The seminar which was a complimentary workshop in Oman
with Cambridge University Press
thru Mr. Peter Lucantoni, educational consultant and author of
popular course books for stu-

dents, presented primarily several issues surrounding critical
thinking in the language classroom.
“The seminar provided us with
some ways to help students
implement critical thinking effectively in essay writing and
presentation making,” the participants said, “which are the major
skills required from our students
at Gulf College,” they disclosed
in an interview after the seminar.

Slade, Hamlyn push...From page 1
students and their progression
routes to Staffordshire University
(SU) awards.
Their visit culminated in classroom teaching observations in
the FFS and UG Business and
Computing directed at auditing
learning and teaching practices.

The administration expressed
their gratitude of the collaboration made between SU and GC
as Dr. Taki Al Abduwani disclosed, “It was a lot of hard
work, but it was worth it because
we are able to draw insights that
ushered us in designing a future
pedagogic framework in our
college.”

The Centre for Information
System department headed
by Mr. Manhel Munir Shaker
implemented GC’s mandate
to maximise the use of
Turnitin software through a
series of workshops in the
three Faculties and support
service departments of the
college.
Mr. Manhel conducted lectures
and
demonstration
workshops to the academic
and support staff so that everyone in the college will understand the scope and rationale of the software.
The workshop was full of
hands-on activities in assisting students on how to use
the TurnItIn services and
portal.
Mr. Manhel said that the students and tutors will experience the benefits of this software once Turnitin is fully
implemented and understood

thrown in at the deep end.
Likewise the academic officers
thoroughly talked about relevant management processes,
programs and services, structures, research endeavor, quality assurance, guidelines and
procedures of the college.
Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Dr.
Mohaned Al Obaidy , Mr.
Rizwan Ahmed, Mr. Masood
Khan, Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed,
Dr. Venus Velasco and Dr.
Ronald Cordova served as presenters being the ad hoc inducThe administration welcomed
tion working staff this semester.
the new staff members and
prepared them through a series of orientation sessions on
how their role fits in with the
three faculties where they are
assigned to rather than being

The institutionalised induction program which
GC bagged commendably
as one of its receivedcommendations
in
OAAA‘s 2011 audit report
was again carried out at JHall to unfold the job roles
of the 8 new staff members and to present related processes which the
administration has been
using for several years
already.

MORE
POWER,
OMAN!
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National Day illuminates clad of tri colours in festoons
(green, red and white) as emblem of Omanis loyalty and
patriotism.
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PERSPECTIVES

award structure, credit system unveiled
credit system. This prompted Dr. Only here in Oman
Khalid to
Many tourists are complaining
direct
of the public
Mrs. FaisysSociety Talk transport
za, lecturtem in Oman.
er
of
The non-metered taxi drivers
FBS, to
offer exorbitant rates. It is very
discuss
ironical because petrol is very
comprecheap here. One tourist at Al
hensively
Qurom said that it is only here
to students the award structure in Oman where she has seen
of all the awards and the number unmetered taxi. According to
of credits in each of the two her, she has no question on it
blocks in the three levels (levels as long as a clear procedure on
4-6).
fare rate or guide is there to
Mrs. Faiza likewise juxtaposed avoid exploitation of hapless
the discussion of structure and tourists like her.
She just
According to the observations of credit system with the types of hopes that next time she will
FBS lecturers, a number of stu- assessments
and
students’ visit Oman taxis are equipped
dents keep on inquiring every- rights and obligations where the with meters already.
time they register about the participants aired their questions MERS is here
structure of their awards and to shed light on grey areas of Middle East Respiratory Synother relevant information on
their concerns.
drome-Coronavirus or more
Dr. Khalid hopes that popularly known as MERS –
the workshop will reap CoV is now detected in Oman.
high awareness of However, the Ministry of Health
students so that they
are sure that they
have taken the right
module according to
the award structure GC manifested its own
The FBS students listen to Ms. Faiza (Top) as she discussthey are registered in.
es the structure and academic regulation of GC.

Students of Gulf College
articulate their needs for
proper guidance in pursuing their degree successfully as they stay in the
campus. Addressing this
concern of students, the
Faculty of Business Studies (FBS) under the leadership of Dr. Khalid Abu
Zayed conducted on November 3 its first student
workshop this semester on
GC’s structure and academic regulation.

unique version of patriotism in support of Oman’s
commemoration for National Day by donating
blood for the locals.
cant
relationship
between
teachDo we see the significant
relationship between teach- ing and learning where he drew The administration set Noveming and learning? This was the characteristics and purposes ber as “Blood Donation Month”
where the students and staff
the question asked by Mr. of both to conceptualize the registered as volunteer
needed elements for effective
John V. Chacko in the re- learning and teaching.
donors of blood to the
cent Knowledge Forum According to him, this prerequi- national health care sysdubbed with the theme site process is deemed signifi- tem of the Sultanate of
“Teaching: by learning and cant to know and to meet the Oman.
for learning”.
qualities which teachers should “We need to have suffiMr. Chacko showed the signifi- possess so as to develop the
expected
learning
outcome to GC learners.
The participants, particularly the newly
inducted staff of GC,
admitted that the concept they gained from
the forum helps them
develop a sense of
awareness on the
areas of improvement
for quality instruction
Mr. John V. Cacho serves as speaker in the
as mandated by the
recently held Knowledge Forum at H-Hall.
administration.

(MoH) declared that it is under
control while other Gulf countries continue to be abuzz
about this virus. MoH advised
the locals and expats to visit
the nearest hospital if they feel
fever, cough and chest pain.
Not to let pass by
It is admitted by students that
their spelling ability gets poorer
each day. Teachers point at
smart phone texting as a culprit
which takes a toll on wrong
spelling of messages. This is
something we should not let to
pass by.
ORSA is speeding
Oman Road Safety Association
is still speeding its campaign.
The staff members joined the
Hala Festival where they initiated traffic educational village,
awareness talks, and distribution of leaflets all geared towards reducing car death tolls
in the Sultanate.

health care system to carry out
life-saving medical procedures
for our fellow locals and even
expatriates in our country,” the
student-donors disclosed in an
interview at L-Hall.
The government officials congratulated GC on their civicoriented activity this National
Day.

cient supplies in our blood
bank because this is an
essential part of our
From page 1

Code of SU while Dr. Jeanne
Keay, Head of International
Strategy of the Higher Education Academy, discussed the
international practices on recognizing excellent teaching in
higher education.

through partner sessions where
Dr. Taki presented the distance
GC has travelled since 2003.
Along with Dr. Taki were other
international partners from Mauritius, Malaysia, Czech Republic, Austria and Crete.

